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The scope of these workshops was primarily constituted by theoretical 
developments and practical applications of partially ordered sets in the fields of 
chemistty and environmental systems. One may characterize the application of 
partial order theoty as an attempt of "let first the data speak", before a decision is 
derived. As such the application of partial order can be seen as a multivariate 
statistical approach to support decisions regarding complex systems. Up to now 
most applications were concemed with chemistty, biology, ecology, data 
availability and water management. The papers, devoted primarily to applications, 
associated with partial orders, contained in this volume, are the ones by 
S. Tsakovski and V. Simeonov: "Hasse diagrams as exploratory tool in 
environmental data mining: a case study", P. Annoni, E. Garofalo, R. Brliggemann: 
"Partia! order theory for assessing the sensitivity of planktonie algae to 
anthropogenic disturbances in regulated lakes", M. Weckert, S. Gerstmann and 
H. Frank: "Comparison of LCA results with those based on METEOR. Case study of 
refrigerants in mobile air-conditioning systems in passenger cars", P. Annoni, 
M. Fattore and R. Brliggemann: "Analysing the structure of poverty by fuzzy partia! 
orders" and L. Carlsen: "Partia! order ranking methodologies in CSR driven 
innovation". As can be seen, not only we deal with a variety of application domains, 
but also a range of approaches, either directly related to Hasse-Diagram paradigm, 
or used in a complementaty manner. 

A separate stream has been made up of the work devoted to algorithmic and 
software tools for dealing with visualisation, analysis and aggregate ranking. These 
traditions are well apparent in the present volume, as represented by papers of 
R. Brliggemann, G. Restrepo and K. Voigt: "Towards a new and advanced partia! 
order software: PYHASSE', and K. Voigt, R. Brliggemann, K.-W. Schramm, 
M. Kirchner: "PYHASSE: A new software tool for partially ordered sets: ranking 
soi! against needles". 

The studies on theoretical or methodological aspects are represented in the 
volume by the papers of K. De Loof, B. De Baets and H. De Meyer: "Properties of 
mutual rank probabilities in partialZv ordered sets", M. Rademaker, B. De Baets 
and H. De Meyer: "Jnformative combination of multiple partia! order relations", 
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The development of partial order tools applicable for case studies gets 
more and more enhanced. Although there is established software, like 
WHasse and additionally a new complex software RAPID is under 
development, a program system should be made available for everyone, which 
can be quickly adapted to any new theoretical aspect and can be helpful in 
application. The interpreter language PYTHON provides an ideał basis for 
this aim. lt is an object-oriented language, available on multiple platforms 
(hardware systems) and multiple operating systems. PYTHON, in cooperation 
with the graphical user interface programming tool Tkinter (ofTk/Tcl), allows 
quick development and testing. Here the current version of PyHasse is shown. 
PyHasse, written in PYTHON, is stili under development and is considered as 
a test version. Not all its features can here be demonstrated. In this paper we 
concentrate on some selected ones. PyHasse will be applied in order to model 
toxicities of chemicals by topological indicators and to perform a sensitivity 
study in a ranking study ofpollution in Baden-Wtirttemberg, a south-western 
state in Germany. 

Keywords: partia! order theory, software PYHASSE, environmental 
chemicals 
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1. Introduction 

In the last decades, new tools to apply partial orders in application studies were 
developed. Furtherrnore, in view of the increasing community of scientists applying 
partial orders or deriving new concepts, which are of relevance for applications, 
there is a need for new software, which is 

• easily applicable 

• freely available and which 

• can be rather quickly extended. 

Taking into account that there is already good software (see for an overview: 
Halfon, 2006) and that new software is under development, like RAPID and that 
almost any lab has its own software (for example based on JAVA) the question 
arises, whether a new software is needed. We think: yes, indeed! The reason is that 
big and comfortable software needs some time for development, it is costintensive 
and may quickly be out of date. Hence, there is a need of software between lab
specific software and the 'great solutions' like WHasse (Brliggemann et al., 1999a), 
or PRORANK (Pudenz, 2005) and - in the future - RAPID. One may consider 
PyHasse as a 'rapid prototyping' software, where concepts can be tested and where 
anybody can quickly modify the software for own purposes. 

Here a program system is shown, which is still under development (by 'learning 
by doing'), considered as a test version and which is certainly not following the 
lines of professional software development: PyHasse. The name is selected in 
analogy to WHasse, 'Py' refers to the programming language PYTHON. Besides 
the central platform, called 'pyhassemenue2', there are 17 programs, developed for 
specific tasks. Here we cannot explain all of the 17 programs, however, the 
interested reader is referred to the contributions of Annoni et al. and Voigt 
and Brliggemann, all in this volume. 

We will give an introduction to the generał principles behind PyHasse and 
explain some programs more specifically. We do not intend to provide explanation 
of the theoretical background. Specific references can be found in Table 1, where 
the single programs are explained. For generał information the books by Trotter 
(1992), Davey and Priestley (1990), and Stanley (1986) are recommended. 

In order not to give a systematic and boring description, we pose and address 
two questions: 
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(1) How to model toxicity of seven chemicals by topologi cal indicators (TI)? 

(2) How sensitive are polluted regions with respect to the attributes used to rank 
them? 

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 an overview of PyHasse is given. 
In Section 3, question (1) will be answered, together with a sidestep on chemical 
structures and toxicity. In Section 4 question (2) is briefly discussed and in Section 
5 some problems and possible future developments are outlined. 

2. General information about PyHasse 

2.1 PYTHON 

The PYTHON version 2.5 is available and was used for PyHasse. PYTHON is 
a free downloadable package and is an interpreting object-oriented programming 
language. There are good books about PYTHON available, see for instance Telles 
(2008). Programs written in PYTHON are open to everyone and can be easily 
adapted to specific purposes. PYTHON provides comfortable statements for pretty 
complex algorithms (e.g. set operations, the concept of 'dictionaries', realizing the 
generał informatic concept of mappings) and is well legible, albeit its background is 
programmed in C. PYTHON-programs can be used on different platforms and 
under different operating systems; there are many specific and powerful libraries 
available and free downloadable, for example 'numpy' for numerical calculations, 
'linear algebra' for matrix- and vector operations or 'PIL' for graphics. If there are 
time-sensitive numerical calculations, programs written in C can be easily 
embedded in the PYTHON software. 

Graphical user interfaces (GUis) can be programmed by Tkinter, which is 
available together with PYTHON and allows to have access to the tools of Tk/Tcl. 
PYTHON supports testing and can be thought of as an 'experimental software', 
allowing the programmer to quickly gain experience in programming work. 

More information about PYTHON, including its history, can be found in Telles 
(2008). Before details are explained, a word in relation to WHasse and PyHasse 
may be useful: PyHasse is understood not as replacing WHasse, because WHasse 
was tested by far more intensively (just because of its earlier availability) and has 
excellent facilities to edit the Hasse diagrams. PyHasse contains some facilities, 
which are available in WHasse, too, only for user convenience. Examples are the 
sensitivity analysis and the p-algorithm (see below) tools. 
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2.2 General principles of PyHasse 

First of all, PyHasse is under continuous development; and although carefully 
checked, it cannot be guaranteed that there are no bugs. PyHasse should be 
considered a test version, where a user has to be aware that there are still undetected 
problems. The first author welcomes any feedback from users. In its present form 
PyHasse contains 17 specific programs (called 'modules'). One of them is 
'pyhassemenue2', the central platform from where generał information can be 
obtained (for example a tutorial) and the module to apply selected, see Fig. 1. 

I 

Welcome to the world of PYHASSE 
... written by A..il Iu~lf1at1 vs ol J~. 1 Sll, 2008 

lnf'Ormalon buHam, -... 
Hwlli. .. ~ I 

I 
I •~--

--aido _,.,, _ __,. 

Select a module. .. 

--
-

Figure 1. U ser interface ofpyhassemenue2 
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The appearance of the modules (i.e. their user interfaces) are as far as possible 
similar (see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 7). Each module has a 'help' function. This help 
function informs about: 

• aim of the module, 

• prerequisites (especially how to handle Excel®-data files as input), 

• usage (or steps), 

• known bugs or difficulties and 

• recommended example files (provided with the PyHasse software). 

In many cases there is also an 'about' button, which informs about the status of 
the module and gives background information, for example important literature. 

Where appropriate, each 'select and open file' button is in white colour and each 
'help' or 'about' information is green. Important buttons to proceed are in 'cyan' 
colour, the 'exit' button is red. Some other buttons, providing supporting 
information are grey. In some GUis the buttons are numbered or are disabled/active 
to support their correct usage. Any module shows results in a series of extra 
windows, called 'daughter' windows, to allow the user to make appropriate 
screenshots. Any scrollable textbox can be copied and pasted into any Windows 
Office® program like Excel® or Word®. 

All modules refer to a library, developed by the first author. This library is called 
'rmod2' (after 'Rainer module version 2') and has to be installed at the location 
where the PYTHON software is situated (a detailed tutorial is available and 
provided with the software). The library 'rmod2' has - up to now - around 4,000 
lines of code with a high variety of procedures. Some of them, however, are built 
for other purposes. Another library is under construction, which contains own 
classes in terms of object-oriented programming. In the future, mainly the 
programming of graphical user interfaces will be facilitated by this new library. 

As mentioned, a user has access to all modules via pyhassemenue2. However, 
any module can be also started as a stand-alone program. In that case the technical 
name of the module must be known (the names, without the extension "py" but 
including the actual version number, can be found in pyhassemenue2 and in Table 1, 
first colurnn, italic letters ). 

PyHasse software can be obtained as a test version from the first author on 
request. 
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2.3 Brief discussion of the modules of PyHasse 

In Table 1 we give the names as they appear in pyhassemenue2. 

Name 

Pyhassemenue 

yhassemenue 

Main Partial 
Order 

mainhd7 

uzzy partial 
rder 

uzzyHDJO 

Sensitivity 

ensi5 

Table 1. Modules of PyHasse 

Descriptio n Graphics 

esides the graphical 
ser interface there are 
o special graphics. 

Remarks 

ccess to a 'readme' 
ile, delivered together 
ith PyHasse, and a lot 

f hel ful information. 
quivalence classes, asse diagram, he Bubley-Dyer 
uccessors, predecessors ual Hasse diagram, lgortihm needs a 
nd incomparabilities of rincipal order ideals tarting linear extension. 
ach object. nd filters. he program provides 
opulation of levels, tervals. wo starters. 

linear extensions. lf the number of objects See this contribution. 
veraged ranks due to is too large then only 

he loca! partial order he cover relations are 
odel. shown. 
veraged ranks applying 

he Bubley-Dyers 
lgorithm (Bubley & 
yer, 1999; see also 
enoeux et al., 2005). 
ollowing the fuzzy asse diagram, 
oncept described in Van epending on the a-cut 
e Walle et al. (1995) andselected. 
e Baets & De Meyer histogram shows the 

2003a, b ), fuzzy partia! istribution of a-cuts. 
rders are derived after a 

asse diagram, 
'stability' as a function 
of a series of attribute 

iven an object x then 
he number of 

incomparable elements 
11 x is calculated as a 

function of attribute 
ubsets. 
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Similarity 

simi3 

Optimised 
imilarity 

optimsim4 

Subset analysis 

'ds8 

-algorithm 

algl 

Stability 
nalysis 

stability3 

wo posets, derived from esides the See contribution of 
wo data matrices are corresponding Hasse oigt and Briiggemann, 

in this volume. compared. diagrams, two bar 

iven a data matrix, 
onsisting of one column, 
bose data are to be 
odelled, the subset of 

attributes of a second dat 

nction. 
fthe object set can be 
artitioned into subsets 
he dominance and 

separability degrees 
mong these subsets is 
alculated. 

ransformed according to 
'cutting levels'. 

he resulting partia! 
rder is examined 

iagrams are provided: 
( 1) the similarity profile 
nd (2) which objects 

contribute mainly to 
inversions. 

asse diagram of the 
ptimal subset of 
ttributes. 

lso, a sensitivity 
nalysis shows some of 
he best suboptimal 

solutions. 
See this contribution. 

esides the Hasse he acronym dds means 
diagram, a directed "dominance-dominance-

raph is derived, separability". See this 
showing the dominance ontribution for an 
elations among example and Restrepo & 
ubsets. rliggemann (2008a,b) 

esides the Hasse 
iagram, severa! 
raphs, which may be 
elpful in selection of 
he appropriate cutting 
level 

for theoretical 
ack round. 

See Brliggemann et al. 
1999b) 

asse diagram and the he theoretical 
o-called g-spectrum (a ackground is explained 

'super-attributes'. The ar diagram, showing in Brliggemann et al. 
superattribute depends on he location of crucial (2008) and Restrepo et 

weight g, called crucial eights). al. (2008c). 
eight. The linear order 

han es if is varied. 
Some approximations 
are shown by means of 

diagram, averaged ranks corresponding 
ue to Loca! Partia! Orde chematic diagrams. 
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utual 
robability 

utprobavrk 

nterval order 

interva/3 

ierarchical 
artial order 

ontrast to the Main 
artial Order program, 
etter approximations of 

!ocal partia! order are 
vailable. 
ased on the structural 
roperties of a Hasse 
iagram, mutual 
robabilities are 
alculated for a selected 

hen objects are 
haracterised by many 
ttributes it can be 
eaningful to analyse the 

artial order just by the 
inimum and maximum 

alue of the (normalised) 
ttributes. 

o graphics are 
isplayed. 

or new theoretical 
evelopments, see De 
oof et al. in this 
olume. 

oth Hasse diagrams n most cases one is 
are shown: the usual ·nterested in the effect o 

asse diagram based on ny attribute. Hence, 
Il attributes, and the his program is only 
ne based only on the ecommended in those 
inimum and 
aximum va lues of the 

ttributes of any object. 

he order relation ~ can asse diagram. his program is mainly 
hought of as interface to 
ther theoretical 
pproaches, e.g. to 
nalyse hierarchical 
nion, see Rademaker et 
1. in this volume. 

e coded by a matrix, the 
½-matrix. 

ased on this matrix a 

he cover-relation can be 
sed to obtain a Hasse 
iagram (Warshall
lgorithm to obtain the 
ransitive closure) and 
ther basie information. 

he averaged ranks due 
o the loca! partia! order 
odel of two data 

asse diagram. 

he Hasse diagrams of 
he original data 

atrices as well as of 
he resulting new partia! 

order are shown 
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iscordance
oncordance 

isco2 

ROMETHEE 

Oreste6 

reste6 

fa reference object is Hasse diagram based or the theoretical 
own then dis- and n discordance and ackground: see 

oncordant objects can be oncordance is pperhuizen & 
found. rovided. utzinger (1982). 

he Hasse diagram, 
ased on the original 

data matrix can be seen, 

simple preference Hasse diagram based 
nction is supposed. n dominance and 

rom that the dominance subdominance vectors 
nd subdominance ·s shown. The Hasse 
ectors are derived. 

et x li y; then one may 
e interested in checking 
ut whether x > y or y > x 
ould be derived. Based 
n preferences for x > y 
nd fory > x a graphic is 
btained, which shows 
he positon of (x, y) as a 

nction of additional 
takeholder information. 

iagram based on the 
riginal data matrix is 

accessible too. 
typical ORESTE

reference diagram is 
hown. 

or theoretical 
ackground, see for 
xample: Brans & 
incke (1985) . 

he crucial point is, how 
o get preferences for the 
air (x, y). 

One idea may be to 
count (and weight) the 

ttributes, where x is 
inning and those wher 
1s wmnmg. 

ackground literature: 
an Huylenbroeck 

( 1995). 

3. Modelling the toxicity of chemicals 

3.1 Background 

From Verhaar (1995) seven chemicals were arbitrarily selected, together with 
their toxicities (in mg/L), see Table 2. Multivariate statistics provide powerful tools 
to relate biological endpoints to molecular descriptors (see for example: Basak et 
al., 2000, 2003, and for an overview about application of QSAR-models in the 
context of REACH, Simon-Hettich, 2006 and 2008). 
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Table 2. Chemicals and their acute fish toxicity (mg/L) 

Chemical Abbreviation log10 (LC) 

1, 1-Dichlorethane Die - 2.69 

2-Butoxyethanol Bue - 2.08 

1-Chlorbutan Cb - 2.98 

1,3-Dihydroxy benzene Dih - 3.04 

Ethanol Et - 0.31 

2-Propanol Pro - 0.93 

2,3,5,6-Tetrachloro aniline Tca - 5.93 

However, if a prescreening and ranking is wanted, it may be useful to apply 
order theoretical techniques. In that case the molecular descriptors should be simple 
and easy to calculate, requirements met by topological indicators (abbr. : Tls) rather 
than geometrie or quantum chemical indicators. From a set of 161 Tls, calculated 
by MOLGEN (Rlicker et al., 2004 ), five Tls were selected after the calculation of 
their information con tent (Char-Tung, 1971) and the application of the K inflation 
factor technique developed by Todeschini et al. (1999). These are: J, the Bałaban 
index; eh, the mean topologi cal charge index of order 1; 6Ch, the chain connectivity 
index of order 6; S2, the structural information content of order 2 and cJ2, the mean 
topological charge index of order 2. A description of each one of these Tls can be 
found in Todeschini & Consonni (2000). As a priori it is unknown in which 
orientation the Tls should be used, the negative values of each TI (labelled negTI) 
should also be included in the indicator matrix, hence an analysis based on m Tls 
needs a descriptor matrix with 2 x m Tls. Therefore, the finał descriptor-matrix 
contains 1 O columns, i.e., 5 Tls + 5 negTis. 

3 .2 Partial order 

Let Xbe the set of chemicals, Tox the column of toxicities and D the attribute set 
of 1 O columns containing molecular indicators. So we have, in generał, two partial 
orders: 

(X, Tox), which is a chain and 

(X, D) , which is partially ordered. 

Now the task is: Which attribute subset out of D (D; ~ D) can be found such that 
the map rp-. 
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t/J (X, D;) ~(X, Tox) 

is order preserving. 

One difficulty arises: The set of five topological indicators does not differentiate 
between 2-Propanol and 1,1-Dichlorethan. Hence, 2-Propanol was eliminated. 
We avoid cumbersome notation and let X as symbol, even for referring to (X, Tox) 
and (X, D;), now with only six chemicals. 

opti:imi11nu sh, ~le111ly Li \.lill!I 

(1 )select and open the files - - -------1 
rlal łhDwd m~ 1 I 
~Jd:i~diu md~2I 

r r - -
iso wiso equi anti indiff 

O-eo, Fi~c.ie f~J >>> 

131 cptfirm ~ 11#11' t. d•~ I 

-

First file: a one dimensional 
datamatrix, the vector Tox. 

Second file: the data matrix D, 
used to model (X, Tox) . 

There are default values. 
However by filling the boxes one 
can select individually the 
weights. 

There is a default value. 
However, the degree ofisotone 
preference vs incomparabilities 
can individually be selected. 

Independently of selecting own 
values or accepting the default 
values one has to press the 
'confirm' button. 

Figure 2. U ser interface of 'optimsim4' 
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To select i1° - 1 = 1,023 subsets of attributes (the empty set is not included) is 
certainly a job for the computer. Therefore a module for optimising the search 
(technical name 'optimsim4.py') was programmed, which (in principle) provides 
from a set of m attributes all 2m - 1 subsets. Instead of checking out whether the 
map (X, D;) • (X, Tox) is order preserving an objective function was constructed, 
which is to be optimised. 

LeYe1 5 :Et 
Le't'el 4 :Die Bue 
Level 3 :Cb 

One line ar e~tension 

l cover Ola rlH . x; "'" 1 

sion 

n cf fe F:IF}llhoi'i.,fl~anelb!lfieve:H 

~ 

Figure 3. Screenshots of results of PyHasse. The Hasse diagram on the left 
corresponds to the partially ordered set (X, D;•) with D;• = {S2, ncJ2} (see text). 
The one on the right to the partially ordered set (X, Tox) 

The objective function, Q, is a weighted sum of two other functions Q1 and Q2• 

Q1 selects the best single column out of D but accepts inversions, Q2 is a function 
avoiding that any two objects be in an inverse relation (a< b) due to Tox but (b < a) 
due to a TI. Therefore, Q2 is a function where the fraction of 'indifferent' (see Voigt 
et al., in this volume, for details) favours (a li b) in order to obtain an order 
preservmg map. 

In Fig. 2 the graphical user interface of the program 'optimsim4' is shown. 
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In Fig. 3 the two partial orders (referring to the six remammg chemicals) are 
presented and one can easily verify that there is indeed an order preserving map. 
It tums out that the attribute subset which optimises Q is {S2, ncJ2), the 'structural 
information content of order 2' and the negative values of 'mean topological charge 
index of order 2'. S2 is an indicator which quanti fi es the molecular complexity 
(Basak & Gute, 1997) and cJ2 quantifies the charge transfers between pair of atoms 
as well as the global charge transfer (Galvez et al., 1995). Hence, in ncJ2 high 
scores correspond to molecules with few charge transfer and low scores to the 
opposite. 

Is this optimum sharp? By means of a sensitivity analysis in ' optimsim4' we can 
obtain an answer, Fig. 4. 

Q J 

· 13.0 : O 
11.27 : O 

nJ 

o 
o 

eh 

o 
o 

nch 

o 
o 

6Ch 

o 
o 

n6Ch S2 

o 
1 

nS 2 

o 
o 

cJ 2 

o 
o 

ncJ2 

Figure 4. The optimal D;• = {S2, ncJ2} and one suboptimal attribute subset 
D; .. = {n6Ch, S2, ncJ2} , falling in the range corresponding to the 80% of the 
maximum value of Q 

There is only one altemative, which adds n6Ch, the negative values of the chain 
connectivity index of order 6, which is related to the complexity of the molecular 
graph. With this extended, suboptimal set, we perform one sidestep: see Section 3.3. 

Having a look at the Hasse diagram (X, D;•) one may argue that it must be 
possible to linearly aggregate the two optimal Tls of D;• in such a way that in one 
stability field (see Brliggemann et al., 2008; Restrepo et al., 2008c) the order is 
found which is isomorphic to that of (X, Tox). The linear aggregation used is 
rp = g · S2 + (1- g) • ncJ2, which comes to be the worked out mapping of (X, D;•) 

onto (X, Tox). In Fig. 5 the g-spectrum is shown. 

In the text box (visible at the bottom of the screenshot, Fig. 5) all the linear 
orders of any stability field are listed on: 

weight = O.Ol :Tca Dih Cb Bue Die Et 
weight = 0.14 :Tca Dih Cb Die Bue Et 
weight = 0.21 :Tca Dih Die Cb Bue Et 
weight = 0.57 :Tca Die Dih Cb Bue Et 
weight = 0.87 :Die Tca Dih Cb Bue Et 
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Figure 5. g-spectrum of the linear combination t/J of S2 and ncJ2 

In terminology ofBriiggemann et al. (2008) this corresponds, respectively, to: 

O< g < 0.13 • Tca < Dih < Cb < Bue <Die< Et 

0.13 < g < 0.2 • Tca < Dih < Cb <Die< Bue < Et 

0.2 < g < 0.56 • Tca < Dih <Die< Cb < Bue < Et 

0.56 < g < 0.86 • Tca <Die< Dih < Cb < Bue < Et 

0.86 < g < 1 • Die < Tca < Dih < Cb < Bue < Et. 

A comparison of all the orders shows that just the second stability field 
(0.13 < g < 0.2) yields the correct order among the six chemicals. As the weight 
g refers to the contribution of S2 to the aggregated function </J, (whereas (1 - g) to 

the contribution of nCJ2 to </J) this result tells us that only a slight degree of S2 is 
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sufficient to attain coincidence between the order induced by Tox and that by </J. 

In other words, a small priority of the molecular complexity over the deficiency 
in the charge transfer is enough to obtain the total order generated by the toxicity. 

3. 3 Che mi cal structures 

We do not claim that now the goal of a good ordinal modelling is reached, as for 
example one chemical, 2-propanol, had to be eliminated, because no one of the five 
Tis could differentiate l, 1-Dichlorethane from 2-propanol, albeit the toxicities are 
strongly differing. However, we think that with the tool 'optimsim4' we may 
approach that goal in the future. 

Nevertheless, we could ask ourselves, how far simple chemical structural 
information follows the toxicity. Therefore, we selected three classes of chemicals: 
The Cl-containing nonaromatic compounds, the O-containing ones and the aromatic 
substances. Just to see the effect of the suboptimal attribute set, we are now 
referring to the attributes {S2, ncJ2, n6Ch}. The Hasse diagram derived from this 
attribute set is depicted in Fig. 6. This diagram was obtained by applying the main 
partial order program (technical name: mainHD7). Owing to the large amount of 
results delivered by this module, functionality was implemented giving an overview 
about the results. In Figs. 7 and 8 the graphical user interface and the overview 
about the main results are shown, respectively. 

Note that in PyHasse no attempt was dane to program a graphical editor by 
which the Hasse diagram can be edited. Hence, if it is required for instance to 
minimise the number of crossings, it is better to use the software WHasse, instead. 

By eye inspection one may easily derive that there is indeed a structural relation, 
as the low toxicity refer to Et and Bue, the medium one to Die and Cb and the high 
toxicity to the two aromatic substances Dih and Tca. Note that in Figs. 2 and 5 the 
chemicals of low toxicity are at the top of the Hasse diagram, whereas the highly 
toxic chemicals are located at its bottom. However, in generał, in complex partial 
orders, optical inspection will be cumbersome and may lead to erroneous results. 
Therefore, the module subset analysis (technical name 'dds7.py') was developed: 
Any set of objects may be partitioned and the disjoint subsets may be examined for 
their dominance degrees (Restrepo et al., 2008a;b ). 
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Figure 6. One of the windows obtained from the main partial order 
program (technical name: 'mainHD7') 

A partition of the set under study may be: chlorinated nonaromatics, labelled O, 
substances containing oxygen, labelled 1, and aromatics, labelled 3. For these 
subsets a partial order could be established (Fig. 9). Generally, the subsets can be 
considered as vertices of a directed graph ( digraph ). Any directed edge of that graph 
is evaluated by the corresponding dominance degree. The crucial point is how far 
the transitivity can be established. In that context the contribution of De Loof in this 
issue is of high interest, as establishing an order among subsets falls in the field of 
'cyclic transitivity'. See also De Baets & De Meyer (2008). 
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Figure 7. Graphical user interface of 'mainHD7.py'. Note that some buttons 
are disabled because no file was selected an opened 

As low dominance degree values may be considered as 'noise', only those 
directed edges are retained whose dominance degrees are above a certain limiting 
value (called 'filter'), which is an input of the user. In Fig. 8 that filter was set up at 
0.3, meaning that more than 30 % of all possible order relationships between the 
elements of a subset A and another B correspond to cases where the elements of 
A have greater scores than the elements ofB. 
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Figure 8. Overview about the main results of 'mainHD7 .py' 

Figure 9. Digraph of the three sets: O: Chlorinated nonaromatics, 
1 : substances containing oxygen, 3: aromatics 
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4. Pollution in the south-western German state 
of Baden-Wi.irttemberg 

One of the main tools of analysing Hasse diagrams is sens1tlv1ty. Although 
WHasse has a very good and convenient facility to perform sensitivity studies, 
PyHasse has a module (technical name 'sensi4.py') for doing it as well. In the 
module sensi4.py a sensitivity study is performed based on the distance among 
the ½-matrices induced by different attribute subsets. Beyond this, P(IB) (that, is the 
count of all incomparabilities divided by n x (n - 1)/2, n being the number 
of objects) as a function of attribute sets (called information basis IB) is shown as 
a graph. As the attribute subsets are not completely ordered, a canonical sequence is 
obtained by starting with the most important attribute and merging stepwise the less 
important ones, thus increasing the content of IB. Therefore, P(IB) can be obtained 
as an unique function of IB. Finally, one can associate with each object its number 
of incomparable elements: U(x) = l{(x, y): x li y, (x, y) E X}I. In consequence, one 
can obtain for any object x graphs U(x) as a function of the canonical order, i.e. with 
increasing number of attributes. The graphical user interface of the sensitivity 
program is built following the same principles as for all the other modules and it 
will not be therefore shown here. 

The data matrix describing the pollution of Baden-Wiirttemberg consists of 
47 regions (isolated regions were in a preprocessing step eliminated) characterised 
by four attributes describing the concentrations of Pb, Cd, Zn and S in the herb 
layer as well as Pb, Cd and Zn in the leaves of trees. P(IB) is depicted in Fig. 10 
(top) as a function of the canonical order of attribute sets. The majority of the 
4 7 objects will have the same kind of functional dependence as P(IB). However, 
some regions do not follow that pattem, and these may be of interest: The number 
of U(x) (x is here region 14) does not increase after aggregating the - in generał -
next most-important attribute, but does a steep step when the fourth attribute 
is merged. The conclusion is that the first three attributes do not change much the 
relation ofregion 14 to that of the other ones. 

5. Problems and future work 
PyHasse with actually 18 (including pyhassemenue2) modules was developed 

using PYTHON and Tkinter. Up to now, even for the calculation of a uniformly 
selected arbitrary set of linear extensions (following the Bubley-Dyer algorithm) no 
care was taken for numerical efficiency. Tests with around 30 objects were very 
satisfying but problems with computational time may arise if the number of objects 
dramatically increases. 
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Another problem is that the graphics can, up to now, only be transferred to 
Office-documents by screenshots. With the library PIL of PYTHON one could 
easily implement a drawing program, which is useful for text documents. However, 
an additional download of the users would be necessary. At least, currently, we 
avoid this inconvenience. A similar problem arises when the library of classes will 
be available, albeit there may be tools, available in PYTHON to simplify the 
implementation of complex program systems. 
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Figure 10. P(IB) (top) and U(x) (bottom) as function of the canonical order 
of attribute subsets 
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Many other technical inconveniences must be gradually eliminated; for instance 
the handling of the graphic windows is still rather inflexible. However, these 
technical issues will not have the highest priority. lndeed, the main focus in future 
development will be to include new tools, for example those developed by De Loof 
et al., 2006 (and this volume) and Rademaker (see this volume). Some other new 
ideas coming from the 'partia! order community' could be implemented in the 
software. The best what can be happened is that many interested scientists are using 
PyHasse, so that a stream of ideas concerning the software helps to make PyHasse 
more and more comfortable, so that new theoretical ideas may arise just from 
playing with the software. 
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